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Senso
Senso is designed by
Anderssen & Voll for
Fora Form

Senso sofa system was designed by the design duo
Anderssen & Voll. The idea behind the design is a
modular sofa system that is flexible, narrow and
appeals to informal meetings between people. Senso
sofa system takes into account the acoustic
challenges you encounter in office environments.
Senso is designed to enable and inhibit interaction and
letting the space deside how what interaction you
desire. From work zones that require quiet reflextion
and working alone to building bigger set ups
specifically for great conversations.
The module system stands out in that it is very narrow
and offers a large number of modules that provide
opportunities for creative solutions. The seat height
ensures requirements for universal design met.

Technical information:
Seat with steel frame, Nozag springs and cold
cured foam. Backrest in plywood with moulded
foam.
Senso Café has a 10 mm cleaning gap between
seat and backrest, unchanged outer
dimensions. Works on all modules except SH
65 cm and module with wooden table.
Can be supplied with double electric European
socket for ottoman with 3 m. black cord.
Base in polished aluminium, black or white
epoxy. Several RAL colours on request.
Senso also comes with oak base in different
surfaces.
Felt gliders.

Senso is available with a 10 mm cleaning gap between
seat and backrest. This is called Senso Café.
In collaboration with Gudbrandsdalen Uldvarefabrikk,
we now introduce Senso Patchwork. Finished setups,
with finished moodboards, so you can easily create
exciting environments. Different colors and different
textures provide harmonies in a playful setting.
Read more about Senso Patchwork here.
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Senso can ble configurated enable or
inhibit interaction - you deside.
Senso is very narrow and offers a
large number of modules that provide
opportunities for creative solutions
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Models:

Inspiration:

Senso modular sofa with low back

Senso is available with a 10 mm cleaning
gap between seat and backrest. This is
called Senso Café.

Senso modular sofa with Camp table and
Misto poufs

Senso corner sofa with Misto poufs and
Camp table

Double electric European socket for
ottoman with 3 m. black cord.

Senso low back sofa with Camp table and
Misto poufs
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Materials:
Steel

Polished
aluminum

White epoxy

Dark grey Sahara

Black - Sahara

Black epoxy

RAL K7

Whitewashed
oak

Black stained
lacquer

White - Sahara

Light grey Sahara

Wood

Oak

Fora Form AS

Smoked oak

Ørsta

Head office: Fora Form, Box 4. N-6154 Ørsta Location: Mosflatevegen, N-6150
Ørsta

E: info@foraform.com

Oslo

Showroom: Pilestredet 75c, Entrance 38, N-0354 Oslo

NO 986 581 421 MVA

Bergen

Showroom: Eidsvågbakken 1, 5105 Eidsvåg, Bergen

Stockholm

Showroom: Adolf Fredriks Kyrkogata 15, SE-111 37 Stockholm. Sweden

T: +47 70 04 60 00
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